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COVID CONTEXT

STAY HOME WE DELIVER

Get the app.
COVID CONTEXT


Who are we: building an alternative local food chain together

Do fresh, seasonal groceries directly from farmers and makers in your own region. Rechtstreex makes that possible. You order online or take out a subscription and enjoy the best the region has to offer. This way you know where your food comes from and you support farmers who are working on an attractive landscape in your region. Everyone in this local food chain gets a face and is as committed to good food as you are. In this way we make a difference together and we build an alternative local food chain.
PRE-COVID

ICT-MEDIATED FOOD SHARING

Open Access: https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/25248
Toolshed
Create a full sustainability impact report for your initiative and a short summary with infographics that illustrate your positive social, economic and environmental impacts.

Find Out More

Talent Garden
Where food sharing initiatives can share stories about their activities and impacts.

View Talent Garden

Greenhouse
Where food sharing initiatives can connect with others around the world to share experiences and learn from each other.

Learn About Greenhouse

A community approach to tackling hunger
A talk by Be Enriched CEO Kemi Akinola

Edible Garden City - connecting with nature
We believe that growing your own food will reconnect one with nature and cultivate a sense of community.

What is FoodCloud?
FoodCloud: transforming surplus into opportunity
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